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The IAMSE meeting offers a lot of opportunities for
faculty development and networking, and brings medical
sciences and medical education across the continuum
together. This year’s main topic is integration with a
focus on technology, assessment, inter-disciplinary
collaboration/education and active and self-directed
learning. Keynote speakers Leslie Fall (USA), Suzanne
Stensaas (USA) and Deirdre Bonnycastle (Canada) have
already been confirmed, others will be announced soon.
The meeting offers workshops, focus sessions, oral and
poster presentations. In addition to the program, the
IAMSE Fellowship and AMEE-ESME course will be offered.

Who Should Attend?
The meeting is designed for all those who teach and
lead curricula in the sciences of medicine and health.
Participants include basic scientists and clinical medical
faculty as well as members representing faculty from
various other health care disciplines and educational
disciplines. Also students are always represented and
involved in the program. This international meeting
typically hosts over 25 nationalities from around the
world.

About San Diego
Bordered by the Pacific Ocean to the west, the AnzaBorrego Desert and the Laguna Mountains to the east,
and Mexico to the south, the diverse neighborhoods
of San Diego are spread out over 4,200 square miles,
offering endless opportunities for exploration and
activities. Spend a day relaxing in one of the many beach
communities, then hiking in the east San Diego County
mountains the next. Explore the urban neighborhoods of
San Diego’s downtown, from the iconic Gaslamp District
to the eclectic community of Hillcrest. Visit the quaint
and charming island town of Coronado or the picturesque
village of La Jolla. San Diego’s regions are so unique and
diverse; there are plenty of options to discover something
new each time you visit.

KEY DATES:
September 30, 2014:
December 15, 2014:
April 1, 2015:

Deadline for workshops and focus sessions
Deadline for posters and oral presentations
Early bird deadline for registration

Visit www.iamseconference.org for more details
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